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I have long believed and said that the alleged prophetic book of Revelations, as well as the alleged 

prophesies of Ezekiel, were not prophesy at all, nor given by the true Eternal One, but by the false ones. 

  Written and placed as corresponding false narratives for the sole reason of getting large bodies of people 

worldwide, over many generations to "believe" them as true and inevitable, and "assimilate" them on a 

highly emotional level, to eventually “speak" them into literal existence unwittingly. In fact, my next book, 

if we get the time to publish it, actually uses many ancient texts and modern quantum physics proof to 

prove out exactly what I just stated.  The side of evil, those disobedient souls who most people incorrectly 

believe to be "fallen" angels, have been manipulating this world and the people/souls in it by usurping a 

large percentage of our individual free will - by our own CONSENT!  These disobedient and evil soul-

entities, who reside in one of the upper levels of The Eternal's Creation, who are also still in their/our 

original "light bodies", which appears to be why the Christian Jesus/Yehshua told them/you, that they can 

appear to us as beings of light, just as we used to appear before we consented to their will. Upon our 

ancient consent we had our "light covered with skins" - which is exact wording and context that our 

Hebrew text states there.  Having their complete memories, these disobedient few know exactly how to 

manipulate all souls in order to usurp their free will without actually having to apply direct action to usurp 

that free will. Because if they did apply “direct action”, which would be a blatant bypass of The Eternal 

One’s First Law of Freewill, this game would cease to exist immediately, and they know it. This is why they 

have worked so hard and long fabricating, tweaking and creating new false narratives of religion and 

political systems, among many others.  

 

The "living-soul" is a creative entity. Most religious people of the world say - "God is in us", but have 

absolutely no clue what that even means in the literal sense. The shortest answer I can give and have 

given for many years now is, that HE is the Macrocosm-Soul from which all of our created souls are 

derived. We are the Microcosm-Soul portions - (In His likeness).  Although most have not "reflected" that 

image/likeness of His true character (of a CREATOR!) for some time now, nor do most seek to know it.  

 

From Moshe, the Prophets, and King David - When I took you out of Egypt I did not ask you for sacrifices 

- who asked this of you? I never asked this of you, nor was it in my mind for you to do! 

 

All the souls here originally consented to "hearing" another voice, with another law, on another mountain. 

 From the alleged Garden of Eden where souls who still exist here today consented to usurping the free 

will of the animals by hearing and following another voice, and the adverse will of that entity over that of 

the Eternal Creator’s original Will, most hu-mans/souls have continued to make that same exact free will 

usurping decision against both man, animal and their Creator on a daily basis in one form or another since 

that fateful day in the garden. Every single day, even multiple times per day, most people freely prove 

over and over to their Creator that they still CONSENT to living by the evil culture of those original 200 

disobedient souls! We consented to being under the rule of another entity without knowing the full extent 

of their plans. THESE are the plans you see being fulfilled before your eyes this day!  These are the plans 

which all the souls of this world creation brought into being by their own consent, and souls focused 

"intention!"  We literally, but thankfully very slowly, create that which we believe and focus on in this 

world. Even our modern science has proven this to be absolute and verifiable.  



 

Everyone better give all this the serious consideration it deserves, because deep down and regardless of 

your specific religious paradigm, or lack thereof, ALL living-souls KNOW this to be the truth of our 

protracted situation, which may thankfully soon be coming to a close.  

 

So, from the Levitical Priest Ezekiel's alleged prophesies, to the utterly and totally mistranslated and 

misunderstood prophesies of Dan'el, to whomever wrote the narrative called Revelation; all were either 

fabricated or purposely mistranslated as we find in Dan'el/Daniel, and coupled neatly together into one 

big horrific end-time road map. A thoroughly destructive narrative fed to the very souls needed 

throughout generations in order for its contents to be actualized on behalf of the evil ones, used as a 

literal play book.  

 

You don't believe the coveted, money making book of Revelation to be conjured by and through those evil 

ones?  Well, think about this; there is NOT ONE single complete or partial ancient or modern story by any 

world religion from the Sumerians to the modern New Ager's, or anything in between, apocryphal text or 

myth that has been continually more assimilated, poured over, theorized, hypothesized, mused about, 

and most importantly, emotionally driven as this one writing of the Revelation. Since the dawn of radio 

and TV, no religious narrative has been literally screamed from the highest steeples than this one book. 

 None, not one paradigm driven into the minds, hearts and most importantly "souls" has been so 

thoroughly intertwined into our worldwide daily lives through motion pictures, TV shows and You-tubers, 

as this one topic. This Revelation tale is even known to a great extent among those from outside of 

Christianity; even to the atheists!  Deepening its final impact, and at the appropriate time this narrative 

will be brought into the forefront of all minds. At which point many, many more creative souls will be 

adding their minor, individual creative power to greatly multiply and enhance the overall unfolding of 

these topic events.  

 

So then, it would appear in the end and "by way of deception", the false ones who got the masses to 

believe this revelation to be an inevitable and unavoidable chain of events, will have in fact created this 

inevitable, horrific scenario, by our own free will. Additionally, and most amazing to me among all the 

important questions I find no one ever asking is - WHY?  Of course they don't ask because they believe, 

by all the false narratives they have assimilated, that they already know the answer.  

 

So I leave you with these truly prophetic observations, which are only two among so many more like 

them that no religionists understand:  

 

Isa 24:5 "The earth is defiled by the inhabitants thereof; because they have violated the Torah, changed the 

instructions, and broken the Everlasting Agreement!"  

 

Hos 4:6 "My tribes are dumbed out of failing knowledge because you reject knowledge; reprobate, apart 

from introspection, unobservant to the Torah of excellence, I also am deaf to your children”.(Lit Trans 

from Hebrew) 

 

Maybe the easy answer to all this is, to simply unplug ourselves, our consciousness from it all. 


